**SAVANNAH STRIPE™**

**ECONOMICAL ELEGANCE.**

**FORWARD THINKING.**

Only available from Standard Textile, hospitality inspired Savannah Stripe™ offers a woven tone-on-tone pattern and crease-resistant finish that bring an air of sophistication to the patient room. The fashion-forward aesthetic is matched by our fabric-forward Centium Core Technology®, which dramatically enhances product strength and durability to significantly reduce cost per use compared to traditional cotton/poly blend sheets.

**COTTON WHERE IT COUNTS.**

The high cotton content surrounding our innovative microfilament synthetic fill increases patient comfort, improves stain-release performance, and ensures excellent whiteness retention. Savannah Stripe coordinates beautifully with our Centium Core contour sheets, including TruVal and Versatility. Savannah Stripe is pre-laundered and ready to use right out of the box.

For more information about Savannah Stripe™ sheeting, or to contact a dedicated healthcare consultant, visit standardtextile.com or call 1.800.999.0400.
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70/30 Cotton/Synthetic Microfilament
Pre-laundered
Centium Core Technology®